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Other big changes in 2000 include the introduction of Active Desktop. Active Desktop enables
dynamic application screensavers, backgrounds, and Windows widgets to be displayed on the

screen. These user-defined screens feature an integrated picture frame, a clock, and the ability to
detect movement or click input. The screen savers can be configured to display static images or to

be images based on data the PC sends to the Internet such as stock market prices. Also a big
feature of Windows 2000 and Windows XP is the ability to have the media application run in the

background which provides an easy-to-use playlist management and online music (WMA/WAV/MP3)
sharing application that users can share music with others using the Internet. The media

application also features an auto-complete feature that automatically completes artist and song
names. Other aspects of Windows 2000 include the Windows Driver Model which gives drivers a
standardized interface, Windows 2000's support for full 32-bit applications and drivers, and the

ability to suspend processes when the computer goes to sleep. Networking also had its first major
enhancements with Windows 2000. Internet Connection Sharing, Windows 2000's implementation

of User Portability, and better built-in support for authenticating to various networking services
such as Microsoft's Terminal Services, DHCP, and DNS made Windows 2000 among the best

networking platform on the market. Windows 2000 also added a number of features previously
only available to NT in the areas of NTFS security, networking, and performance, such as Network
Access Protection, File System Driver Model, and the NTFS driver. Windows NT 5.0 also added SMB
2.0 support to NT. Like NT 5.0, Windows XP added support for advanced Windows File Protection

(AFP) security features.
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